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The mechanical properties of metals determine the range of usefulness of the metal and
establish the service that can be expected. Said another way it refers to how metals will respond
to external loads. This includes how they deform (twist, compress, elongate) or break as a
function of applied temperature, time, load, and other conditions. Mechanical properties are also
used to help specify and identify metals. They are important in welding because the weld must
provide the same mechanical properties as the base metals being joined.This standard serves
as a guide to existing standards or variations of existing standards that may be applicable to
determine specific mechanical properties of materials made with an additive manufacturing
process.

"Inspirational and Practical - I bought the kindle one for a very good price but then turned around
and bought the softcover one for a friend because I was inspired to change my life and thought
she would be also. It's not just the how to but the why behind it that gives us a reason to change
our lifestyle." --Jesh Larae, Goodreads"Great Inspiration - Easy read, and direct to the
point. Recommended for anyone that needs a little push in that direction. Great book" --Charles
W Monroe, Goodreads"GOOD" --Simo Zafathi"Easy Short Read - We don't think about mental
clutter but this book shows the importance of identifying and addressing the of for sleep."--Tonya
R. Bryant, Goodreads "Easy & Helpful Read - Short, Sweet (joyful) & to the Point is a great way
to teach and get attention to the subject. This author does this superbly as a word-minimalist"--
Robert Nee, Goodreads"This is a good review of how important sleep is to our minds as well as
our bodies."--Jackie, Goodreads"Valuable information for an insomniac like me - I sleep 3 hours
a night and have done so for the past 40 years. As I have aged sleeping such few hours has
taken a toll on my well-being. I found Harbin's suggestions valuable and have put some into use.
I hope that incorporating his techniques during the day and journaling at night might be a
successful strategy for me."--Esther, Goodreads
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